
Hi Friends,

Thank you so much for your willingness to participate in Project: Dominate Dinner and overhaul the way you 
think about feeding your family, your kitchen, meal planning and dinnertime! You ladies are awesome and I 
am so excited to share my process with you! My goal is to help each of you achieve life-changing control of this 
stressful part of your day. To me, Dominate Dinner means being in the driver’s seat of your family’s dinnertime 
routine, instead of feeling steam-rolled by it. My hope is that as you go through the steps of my process, you 
will gain the confidence you need to take charge of this area of your life! As I have spoken to many of you over 
the last few months, a common theme emerged: cooking dinner every night stinks! Some of you used much 
stronger language to describe your thoughts, but we’ll keep this letter PG. J Some of you said it was the worst 
part of your day. Some of you actually like to cook and have great intentions, but can’t turn those intentions 
into a plan. Some of you already meal plan, but have a difficult time executing it. I believe my process will have 
something for each of you. I’m hopeful that gaining a new perspective on dinnertime is precisely what you 
need to dominate it!

Before we dive into the process, I want to give you some insight as to why I’m passionate about dinner and 
what I believe is actually causing our evenings to be out of control. I will address not only the excuses, but 
some real obstacles and challenges that prevent our success.  I also want to share my story - how I, 
unknowingly at the time and over almost a decade, developed a process that has allowed me to cook dinner 
(from scratch) around five times a week – even while my husband and I both work full-time outside the 
home… even with having three children… even with our kids participating in multiple after-school 
activities… and even while battling breast cancer. 

I love food - and if it were an actual love language, it would be mine. I’m a helper by nature (which was 
confirmed by my Enneagram results), and so as far as I can remember, I have been trying to feed people. And 
when I couldn’t feed someone, I would give them a recipe. This desire to share my love of food led me to begin 
blogging. I kept hearing my friends complain about their dinnertime woes, and I thought, they just need the
right recipe – the easy recipe that their family will love and voila! their problems will be solved! But I shared 
recipe after recipe, and all that was accomplished was a Band-Aid solution, and within weeks their dinner 
problems were back. Spoiler alert: the real problem is not a just lack of recipes; it is a lack of a process. 

It was a friend who first highlighted this concept as I was telling him about an idea to put all my dinner recipes 
on graphically designed cards (thinking this would help others cook dinner). He stopped me mid-thought and 
said, “you’re thinking too small and focusing on the wrong thing – it’s not about your recipes – it’s about your 
process.” Oh my gosh, y’all. It was a light bulb moment. I went home and after some serious introspection, my 
process became evident. As I thought about my journey as a mom, struggling to put a home-cooked meal on 
the table, all the ways I helped myself conquer my challenges and work around my obstacles emerged. He was 
so right – it was my process that made it possible. 

When I look at what makes dinnertime so hard for folks, I think there are three barriers preventing success: 
obstacles, challenges and excuses. Obstacles are our circumstances that we have little to no control over (work 
schudules, food allergies, picky eaters). Challenges are the stumbling blocks that make cooking dinner difficult 
- things we have a moderate level of control over (not having ingredients on hand, not knowing what to cook, 
being disorganized). Lastly, excuses are self-imposed, self-limiting thoughts and statements that are a
by-product of a negative attitude towards organizing, meal planning, cooking and your own ability to do those
things well - and this is what we have full control over. The critical distinction here is determining what we can
control and what we can’t - and then taking actionable steps to change what we can.  My process is
designed to work around the obstacles, give practical solutions to solve for the challenges and help you adjust
your attitude to remove the excuses. A full explanation of this concept can be found in “What Can You Control?
sheet enclosed.

“the real 
problem is not 
just a lack of 
recipes; it is a 
lack of a 
process.
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My love of cooking began when I was young and followed me into adulthood. Pre-kids, this was a task I 
enjoyed - I could grocery shop whenever I pleased, I could cook what and whenever I wanted. I could keep a 
tidy space that made cooking while sipping a glass of wine a real treat. However, post-kids, it became a chore. 
My time was scarce, my energy was zapped and I was attempting to operate in an environment where the 
clutter and disorganization was oppressive. It became very apparent, especially with the addition of each new 
child, that the only way I was going to get back in the kitchen (and actually enjoy it) was to make a major 
attitude adjustment, de-clutter and organize my kitchen, acquire the right tools, keep ingredients and 
supplies stocked, start documenting a real meal plan, reduce my trips to the grocery store, and become 
uber-efficient when it came time to cook the meal. This did not happen overnight, nor was I aware that a 
process was taking shape. Not until I was challenged to dig deeper and discover how I was able to 
consistently cook - a task that tons of folks struggle with - did my method become clear. 

So here it is – the steps I took to become successful at cooking dinner (almost every night) for my family. 
Some of it may come easy to you, but there will likely be parts that are really tough too. You may sit in the 
floor of your kitchen, surrounded by all of your stuff and you may have some choice words for me. But sister, 
nothing worth having ever comes easy! There is work involved and it will take an upfront time commitment. 
However, I am confident that once you’re on the other side of the initial work, and once you are disciplined 
about taking time to meal plan and grocery shop once a week, you will see the fruits of your labor. This is an 
investment in your happiness - and I passionately believe that your happiness is worth the effort! I feel 
confident that through the steps of this project you will reduce your evening stress, create more family time, 
save money, and, hopefully, find joy in the kitchen. I am confident as you see your “ugh” moments fade away, 
you will discover the meals that once took you hours to prepare (in “thinking” time and “doing” time) are now 
done in a fraction of the time, and with a fraction of the frustration. You will start to dominate dinner!

Now here’s where I need your help - I need you to be my guinea pig! I’m asking that you commit to work 
through the six steps of my process and then complete four weeks of meal planning.  And along the way, I
need your feedback!  Sharing your experiences and observations is a critical step in my efforts to validate my 
hypothesis, fine tune my process and reach my ultimate goal - turn this concept into a book! I’d also be 
thrilled if you would share photos or videos of yourself going through the steps - you can send them to me or 
use the hashtag #projectdominatedinner

You should have already received a text with the link to a pre-project survey. If you have not yet completed it, 
please take a moment to do so before reading the rest of this packet. Once the survey is complete, read 
through the contents enclosed: the instructions, the overview, the six steps, and the worksheets and 
templates.

Once you’ve taken it all in, taken a deep breath, and are ready to commit - email “I’m in!” to 
jessbiscuitsncrazy@gmail.com. I will then reply with links to the remaining surveys (to be completed over 
the next several weeks), as well as access to some recipe resources. 

I am available throughout this entire process for questions or comments (or counseling J), either via email, 
text or talk at 770.876.4505. I am excited for you all to dive in and I cannot wait to hear how each of you 
begin to dominate dinner!

With sincere thanks,
Jess

JESSICA STEMBRIDGE
IG: @jess_biscuitsncrazy
770.876.4505
 jessbiscuitsncrazy@ gmail.com
biscuitsncrazy.com
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WHAT CAN YOU CONTROL?

LITTLE TO NO CONTROL MODERATE CONTROL FULL CONTROL

EXCUSESOBSTACLES CHALLENGES

WORK SCHEDULES
KID’S ACTIVITIES
FOOD ALLERGIES

PICKY EATERS
FINANCIAL RESOURCES

INGREDIENTS NOT ON-HAND
NOT KNOWING WHAT TO COOK

FINDING THE TIME
GROCERY SHOPPING
NOT HAVING A PLAN

ABILITY TO STICK TO A PLAN
KITCHEN IS A MESS
LACK OF A PLAN B
FOOD SPOILAGE

CREATION OF DIRTY DISHES

I DON’T HAVE THE ENERGY
I HATE COOKING

I CAN’T COOK
I DON’T HAVE THE TIME

I HATE TO GROCERY SHOP
I’M NOT A PLANNER

I’M TOO BUSY
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ACCEPT AND 
WORK AROUND

SOLVE FOR 
WHAT YOU CAN

RE-FRAME AND 
CHANGE

Because sometimes you’ve got 
to just hop right over what’s 

stopping you. 

These are circumstances that 
impact our dinner routine that 

we have little to no control over. 

And no, I’m not talking about...

These are the stumbling blocks we 
encounter that make cooking 
dinner more difficult, most of 

which can be addressed.

Everyone knows excuses are like

Don’t be an         !!
These are our self-imposed and 

self-limiting thoughts and 
statements; by-product of a 

negative attitude.

Don’t waste energy on what 
you can’t control! Change the 
way you view these obstacles 

and set goals to help you 
work around them (or hop 

over them!).

Identify your challenges and 
use the strategies desribed in 
Project: Dominate Dinner to 

overcome each one.

You have complete control 
here! Actively re-frame your 

excuses with a positive 
outlook and gratitude.

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

ATTITUDE TAKE ACTION ATTITUDE 
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Challenges are the stumbling blocks we encounter that often make cooking dinner more difficult than it should be. These are 
stressors that we have a moderate level of control over. In most cases, strategies can be implemented to overcome (or at least 
minimize) each challenge. Use the worksheet below to list your challenges, and then document the actionable steps, tips or 

tricks that you discover through this process that can be implemented to improve each one. 

YOUR CHALLENGES: ACTIONS / TIPS / TRICKS TO HELP 
YOU OVERCOME THEM:

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES WORKSHEET
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READ THROUGH THIS ENTIRE PACKET

EMAIL ME THAT YOU’RE IN!

BEGIN WORKING THROUGH STEPS 1 - 4

TAKE THE “POST-ORGANIZATION” SURVEY

TAKE THE “BEFORE YOU START” SURVEY

BEGIN WORKING THROUGH STEPS 5 - 6

AFTER COMPLETING EACH WEEKLY MEAL PLAN, TAKE 
THE CORRESPONDING WEEKLY SURVEY 

AFTER 4 WEEKS OF MEAL PLANNING, TAKE THE 
“POST-PROJECT” SURVEY 

TAKE PICS AND VIDEO OF YOUR EXPERIENCE!
#PROJECTDOMINATEDINNER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

PROJECT: DOMINATE DINNER INSTRUCTIONS...

The Welcome Letter, the Guides for Steps 1-6, and the Templates

You’ll receive links to the upcoming surveys and recipe resources. Email: jessbiscuitsncrazy@gmail.com

5 questions; should take around 3 minutes - link is in your welcome email!

Give yourself a full weekend and a bottle of wine to complete this one!

8 questions; should take around 2 minutes - link is in your welcome email! (have your Step 3 and Step 4 worksheets handy)

This means it’s time to start meal planning and making dinner!

Each survey is 9 questions; should take around 5 minutes - links are in your welcome email!

10 questions; should take around 7 minutes - link is in your welcome email!
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STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT

KITCHEN ORGANIZATION

KITCHEN TOOLS

STOCKING YOUR KITCHEN

MEAL PLANNING

MAKING THE MEAL

Taking control in the kitchen begins with the right attitude.  Ditching the negativity and excuses, 
changing the way you approach the obstacles, and knowing your “whys” will set you up for success.

Clutter and disorganization can cause anxiety and prevent peace in the kitchen. Having only the 
items you need, stored logically where you can find them, and having clutter-free counter tops, will 
free up the energy necessary to focus on your dinner goals.  

You must have the equipment necessary - the right kind of tools and the right amount - in order to 
cook effectively and efficiently. 

Having all the ingredients and supplies on-hand for not only your meal plan, but also your backup 
plan, is a critical component to cooking a frustration-free dinner. 

Taking intentional time once a week to assess your upcoming schedule, make your dinner plans, 
pick meals, create a shopping list and purchase your groceries, will free up your week to simply focus 
on cooking. Documenting and publishing your plan will help hold you accountable.

Starting your meal-making process by gathering all the ingredients, supplies, tools and recipes will 
allow you to execute the meal with ease. Knowing the optimal order to prepare each step will reduce 
your overall cooking time. 

No worries, friend - I’ve got it all mapped out for you! Below is an overview of the six-step process to give you the gist of the plan. 
In the guides that follow, you’ll find all the specifics. 

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

SO... HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DOMINATE DINNER?
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1 STOP THE EXCUSES AND 
NEGATIVITY!

Negative thoughts become negative actions! Complaining about dinnertime, meal planning and cooking only furthers 
the negativity and will make it difficult to make a positive change. Remember: You cannot control the fact that 
you’ve got to feed your family. But you can, however, control your attitude and how you approach it. 

RE-FRAME
Stop complaining about dinner. Make a list of your typical excuses, complaints or negative thoughts about dinnertime, 
meal planning and/or cooking. Rewrite those statements with a positive outlook and gratitude. 

I have to make dinner tonight. à I get to make dinner tonight. I am physically able to cook and it’s a privilege to feed my family.
I hate cooking. à I love eating.  I can’t cook. à I have a lot to learn about cooking.  I don’t have time to cook. à How can I make time 
to cook?  My kids are picky eaters. à I can’t make my kids be less picky, but I can expose them to new foods. I don’t know what to make 
for dinner. à Let’s try something new for dinner.

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
STEP 1: ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT

2 ACCEPT YOUR OBSTACLES AND 
SET WORK-AROUND GOALS!

Obstacles are the circumstances that impact our dinner routine that we have little to no control over (see 
the “What Can I Control?” handout). Accepting what you cannot change and then setting goals to 
work around your obstacles is the best strategy to overcome this barrier to success.  

SET GOALS Make a list of the obstacles that keep your family from enjoying dinnertime. Create a specific goal for each obstacle 
that will help you navigate around it. 

We have baseball practice twice a week during our family’s normal dinner time. à We will only eat from a drive thru one of those nights 
each week. The other night I will cook or serve leftovers.  My kids are extremely picky eaters. à I will introduce one new meal each week 
with the hopes that my kids will find a new food they like.  My child has a food allergy. à I will focus on what my child can eat, research 
simple substitutions, and find four new allergy friendly dinner recipes to add to our meal rotation.

EXAMPLES:

EXAMPLES:

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

3 THINK ABOUT YOUR WHYS! Before you begin this project, you must understand your “why”. Why do you want to dominate dinner?  
Think about the reasons (it can be more than one!) you want to take control of your evenings!

Eat healthier
Save money

POSSIBLE REASONS:

More family time
Enjoy what you eat

Accommodate food allergies
Eat out less

Reduce stress each evening
Try new meals

Make dinnertime fun
Get out of your rut

YOUR WHY
Create your own personal “why statement”.  Write it down and revisit this statement often; remind yourself why this 
change is right for your family, especially in the midst of the upfront work this program will require.

I want to dominate dinner so I can feed my family healthier meals, spend more family time around the dinner table and 
decrease the chaos each night around dinnertime!

EXAMPLE:

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

STEP 2: KITCHEN ORGANIZATION
P R O J E C T :

D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - BEGIN SPEAKING / THINKING POSITIVELY ABOUT DINNER
2 - SET DINNERTIME GOALS
3 - CREATE YOUR “WHY STATEMENT”
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YOUR WHY 
STATEMENT:
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1 CLEAN OUT AND ORGANIZE YOUR PANTRY & REFRIGERATOR

§ Remove all items.
§ Discard expired or spoiled food (for pantry: discard opened food that has become stale). 
§ Donate any food you won’t eat (pantry).
§ Wipe down each shelf and drawer.
§ Assess your space; designate different areas, shelves or drawers to different types of food.  àà
§ Use baskets to keep small or awkward shaped like-items together (you can purchase these at

Dollar Tree!)
§ Spices à Keep those next to the stove for easy access while you’re cooking. Extras can be

housed with the extra condiments...
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

STEP 2: KITCHEN ORGANIZATION

2 CLEAN OUT AND ORGANIZE YOUR KITCHEN CABINETS & DRAWERS

TI
P

Your kitchen is already organized with like-things together (pots and pans, casserole dishes, 
mixing bowls, etc.)

PANTRY EXAMPLES:

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
.

Canned goods
Flour, sugar, cocoa, etc.
Snack foods
Potatoes
Pastas, rice and grains
Cereal and breakfast foods
Extra condiments
Breads

SCENARIO A

This is a good opportunity to discard 
heavily processed or other types of foods 
that don’t meet your healthy eating goals!

§ Cabinet by cabinet (and drawer by drawer), remove all items.
§ Wipe down the insides of the cabinets and drawers. 
§ Decide if there are any items to be donated or trashed (think about all those plastic cups that accumulate or storage containers with no lids!) 

NOTE: Refer to Step 3 Kitchen Tools before tossing extra equipment!
§ Place items back in an organized fashion, stacking items such as pots/pans or mixing bowls in a way that they nest.
§ Place smaller items like measuring spoons and measuring cups in small baskets.

§ Remove ALL items from ALL cabinets and drawers; place on floor or kitchen table.
§ Write all of your kitchenware categories on sticky notes: Casserole dishes, pots and pans, plates,

cups, bowls, cooking utensils, silverware, mixing bowls, measuring cups and spoons, spices, 
kitchen supplies (foil, baggies), dish rags, etc.

§ Consider your space, how much of each type of item you have and if it could all fit in one location.
§ Consider functional use: spices and pots and pans near stove; cups near dishwasher; bowls and

measuring cups near your best food prep area.
§ Place  your sticky notes on the cabinets and drawers that you believe would work best and reassess.
§ Follow all other steps from Scenario A above.

OPPORTUNITY TO BE EXTRA:  
Use shoe box size plastic containers to 

store items such as cupcake liners, 
cookie cutters, disposable cutlery, 

straws, sprinkles, appliance accessories, 
etc.  Add a label to the front of the box 

for easy finding later!

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - DISCARD UNNECESSARY ITEMS
2 - ORGANIZE AND STORE LIKE-ITEMS TOGETHER
3 - KEEP YOUR COUNTER TOPS CLUTTER-FREE

DETERMINE IF THE STATE OF YOUR KITCHEN IS SCENARIO A OR B AND FOLLOW THE CORRESPONDING STEPS

3 CLEAR OFF YOUR COUNTER TOPS
§ Remove ALL items from your counter tops.
§ Determine your primary food prep area, and KEEP THAT AREA COMPLETELY CLEAR.
§ Place only the critical items (in terms of frequency of use or space limitations) back on your counters (coffee maker, microwave, etc.).
§ For smaller items that must live on your counters, use a basket to keep items tidy  (keys/wallets, pot holders, fruit, etc.).
§ Papers and mail SHOULD NOT LIVE ON YOUR COUNTERS. If you must keep some papers in your kitchen, use some means to keep them confined (a

basket, clipped on a clipboard that can lean against a wall, an organizer that hangs on the wall, etc.).
§ The goal is to have the fewest possible items live on your counter tops. Try to find a new home for everything, and only keep what

you must on your counters. 

Your kitchen DOES NOT have designated cabinets or drawers for like-things SCENARIO B

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

COMPLETE THESE STEPS FOR BOTH YOUR PANTRY & REFRIGERATOR:

Deli meat and cheese
Vegetables
Fruit
Condiments
Butter and cream cheese
Meat
Drinks
Snacks

FRIDGE EXAMPLES:

STEP 3: KITCHEN TOOLS 
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1 KITCHEN TOOLS INVENTORY

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

STEP 3: KITCHEN TOOLS

2 KITCHEN TOOLS NEED LIST

TI
P

..
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..
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..
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..
..

..
..

..
.

POTS & PANS
__ 2 soup pots / Dutch oven  (~6-qt)
__ 1 medium size non-stick skillet (~10”)
__ 1 large non-stick skillet (~12”)
__ 1 large metal skillet (5-qt or 6-qt)
__ 4 sauce pans (1 small, 2 medium & 1 large)

BAKING DISHES
__ 1 2-qt casserole dish
__ 2 3-qt casserole dishes (9”x11”)
__ 1 4-qt casserole dish
__ 2 LARGE baking sheet pans (21”x15”)
__ 2 standard cupcake tins
__ 2 mini muffin tins
__ 2 pie plates

COOKING APPLIANCES
__ Instant Pot
__ Crock Pot
__ Hand mixer
__ Electric griddle
__ Mini food processor

FOOD PREP TOOLS
__ 3 to 4 nesting mixing bowls
__ 2 medium or large cutting boards
__ 1 small cutting board
__ 2 4-cup glass liquid measuring cups
__ 1 1-cup glass liquid measuring cups
__ 2 sets of measuring spoons
__ 2 sets of dry measuring cups
__ 1 stand cheese grater
__ 1 steamer basket
__ 2 strainers (1 of them mesh)

STEP 4: STOCKING YOUR KITCHEN

Use any money saved from eating out 
less and eating fewer ready-made meals 
and apply that savings towards 
purchasing your needed tools! A family 
of 5 could save over $200 a month by  
replacing one restaurant meal a week 
with a home-cooked meal!

Below are the Essential Tools that you should have in your kitchen.  Use the list below to determine what 
tools you have and what you need to acquire. 

UTENSILS & HAND-HELD TOOLS
__ 2 chef knives
__ 1 paring knife
__ 1 hand-held zester
__ 1 pizza cutter
__ 1 can opener
__ 1 food thermometer
__ 2 whisks (standard and narrow)
__ 2 non-stick spatulas (wide and narrow)
__ 1 metal spatula
__ 2 wooden spatula
__ 1 non-stick tongs
__ 1 metal tongs
__ 1 large serving spoon (sturdy w/ handle)
__ 1 large slotted serving spoon (sturdy w/ handle)
__ 1 ladle
__ 1 vegetable peeler
__ 1 potato masher
__ 1 spaghetti server
__ 1 pair kitchen scissors
__ Silverware set - service for 12

PRIORITY LIST FOR KITCHEN TOOLS
Item Est. Price

1.) _________________________ $_______________
2.) _________________________ $_______________
3.) _________________________ $_______________
4.) _________________________ $_______________
5.) _________________________ $_______________
6.) _________________________ $_______________
7.) _________________________ $_______________
8.) _________________________ $_______________
9.) _________________________ $_______________
10.) ________________________ $_______________

Review the items above that you don’t currently have. Prioritize them in a list below and jot down their 
estimated cost.  Make a plan to acquire as many of these tools as possible. 

NICE-TO-HAVE TOOLS: 
The following list is not critical, but could add 
some efficiency and fun to your kitchen.

__ Mandolin
__ Emulsion blender
__ Cast iron skillet
__ Large food processor
__ Stand mixer  
__ Deep electric skillet
__ Roasting pan

FOOD
STORAGE

Don’t forget the food storage containers! With more cooking comes more leftovers! And there is nothing more 
frustrating when you are trying to clean the kitchen than to not have adequate food storage! Make sure to have 
plenty of food storage containers in a variety of sizes.

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - ASSESS WHAT TOOLS YOU HAVE / DON’T HAVE AND QTY
2 - ENSURE YOU HAVE ENOUGH FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS
3 - MAKE A PLAN TO PURCHASE MISSING ITEMS
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1 STAPLES TO KEEP ON HAND

..
..
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..
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STEP 4: STOCKING YOUR KITCHEN

2 SUPPLIES TO KEEP ON HAND

Refer back to these lists weekly and assess what you have in inventory.  Add any items you are 
running low on to your grocery list!

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

DRIED SPICES
__ Salt (table)
__ Salt (Kosher)
__ Ground pepper
__ Garlic powder
__ Onion powder
__ Basil
__ Oregano
__ Thyme
__ Rosemary
__ Chili powder
__ Paprika
__ Cumin
__ Curry powder
__ Dill
__ Cinnamon
__ Minced onion

PERISHABLES
__ Butter
__ Buttermilk
__ Lemons
__ Shredded Parmesan
__ Shredded cheddar 
__ Eggs
__ Heavy cream
__ Half and half
__ Milk
__ Sour cream
__ Cream cheese
__ Onion
__ Carrots
__ Celery
__ Backup meal ingredients
      (from Step 5)

__ Soy sauce
__ Red wine
__ White wine
__ Sugar
__ Brown sugar
__ Flour
__ Cornstarch
__ Baking soda
__ Baking powder
__ Fresh minced garlic
__ Mayonnaise
__ Jasmine rice
__ Angel hair pasta
__ Elbow macaroni
__ Diced tomatoes
__ Panko breadcrumbs

TIP

STEP 5: MEAL PLANNING

W
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It may seem counter-cultural at a time where 
minimalism is trending, however, keeping 
essential items in reserve is key to 
dominating dinner! Removing the worry of 
running out, or not having what you need 
when you need it frees up mental space and 
energy so that your experience in the kitchen 
can be less frustrating!

Below are ingredients you’ll use frequently when you are cooking from scratch. Keep these staples in 
stock. For non-perishable items, keep an extra on reserve, and repurchase once you use your spare.  
Make a list of the critical items that your family needs in stock as well. Assess what you currently have 
on hand, and begin acquiring the items that you’re missing.

OPPORTUNITY TO BE EXTRA:  
Set par levels (the level at which you order more) for your 

supplies. Examples: 3 rolls of paper towels, 1 box of sandwich 
bags, 2 bottles of hand soap. Keep in mind the time it takes 
you to acquire more (i.e., 2 day shipping from Amazon, or 

your monthly trip to Costco), and how quickly you go through 
the items as you are setting your par numbers. 

CONDIMENTS / PANTRY
__ Vegetable oil
__ Olive oil
__ Balsamic vinegar
__ Red wine vinegar
__ White wine vinegar
__ Rice vinegar
__ Beef stock
__ Chicken stock
__ Maple syrup
__ Honey
__ Dijon mustard
__ Yellow mustard
__ Ketchup
__ Tomato paste
__ Tomato sauce
__ Worcestershire sauce

Below are the consumable supplies you should have in your kitchen. Keep extra of each of these 
items on reserve so that you never run out.

__ Paper towels
__ Sandwich size bags
__ Gallon size bags
__ Parchment paper

LIST OF YOUR 
FAMILY’S NEEDS
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - ASSESS WHAT STAPLES & SUPPLIES YOU HAVE / DON’T HAVE 
2 - DOCUMENT YOUR FAMILY’S MUST-HAVE ITEMS
3 - MAKE A PLAN TO PURCHASE MISSING ITEMS

__ Heavy duty aluminum foil
__ Plastic wrap
__ Dish soap
__ Hand soap

__ Dish washing detergent
__ Dish washing rinse aid
__ Counter spray
__ Paper plates
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1 THINK ABOUT IT ONCE A WEEK

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
.

STEP 5: MEAL PLANNING

2 MAKE THE PLAN

You do not have to cook every night for this to be successful! Set a goal for cooked meals that is an 
improvement from where you began, and that helps you fulfill your “Why Statement”.  The ultimate objective is 
to simply have a plan (whether that’s leftovers, eating out or cooking). It is the power found in a plan that will 
allow you to gain control of your evenings and dominate dinner!..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
.
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STEP 6: MAKING YOUR MEAL

Carve out time - 30 minutes, once a week - to think through your 
upcoming schedule, your meal-time plan for each day, and create a 
grocery list.  

It may seem like a lot, but if you’re currently going into dinner time 
each day without a plan and making multiple grocery trips each 
week, you are already spending much more than 30 minutes.

OPPORTUNITY TO BE EXTRA:  
GROCERY DELIVERY!! If grocery shopping does not fill your love tank, 

and if it is available in your area, try grocery delivery! Most 
companies will allow you to try it for free (you still need to tip your 
shoppers!). This has been the biggest game changer for our family! 
Plus, being able to see a running total in my shopping cart app AND 
removing the temptation of impulse purchases has meant that even 

with tipping my drivers 15%, I have saved money! Plus, to date, I 
have saved over 160 hours not shopping for myself!

- Re-visit your “Why Statement” from Step 1 and compare
it to your other priorities and commitments.

- Look for places to “steal” 30 minutes:
- Lunch hour at work
- Wake up 30 mins earlier (before kids are up)
- Replace 30 mins of TV/social media time

HOW TO FIND THE TIME

Pick Your Days - Select a Meal Plan Day, a Shopping Day and your Meal Plan Start Day
Check Your Calendar - Assess the upcoming activities that interfere with dinnertime and 
write them in your planner.
Decide on Your Dinner Strategy- Based on your schedule, pick an option for each day: 

- Cook (an easy meal) - Eating out
- Cook (a more involved meal) - Leftovers 

Pick Your Meal - For the nights you want to cook, pick out a meal - main dish and side(s) - decide which day you will cook each meal and document it in 
your planner. 
Plan Your Prep - Determine if there is any prep work that could be done on a not-so-busy day that would help you achieve success when you are more 
pressed for time: thawing meat from the freezer, chopping extra veggies, pre-cooking chicken, etc.
Establish Backup Meals - These are super easy meals that can be created in a pinch if your original dinner plans fall through. Designate 2 to 3. 
Publish Your Plan - In addition to writing your plan in your planner, post the dinner plan prominently in your house - this increases accountability, sets 
expectations and helps remind you of the week ahead (publishing options: white board, chalk board, large calendar).

3

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

MAKE THE GROCERY LIST & SHOP

§ Print out recipes for the meals you will prepare; add
ingredients you don’t have in stock.

§ Determine if you have the ingredients necessary for at
least two of your Backup Meals.

§ Review Step 4 and add any food items or supplies that
you need to replenish.

§ Assess your other food needs: breakfasts, lunches,
snacks or drinks.

§ Grocery shop 1 time a week - preferably not on an
empty stomach!

Use your Weekly Meal Planner to complete the following: Flat bread pizzas
Breakfast
Grilled cheese & soup
Quesadillas
Freezer meals

BACKUP 
MEAL 
IDEAS

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - THINK ABOUT IT ONCE A WEEK; SHOP & MEAL PLAN ONCE!
2 - CREATE A MEAL PLAN AND PUBLISH IT!
3 - ESTABLISH 2 TO 3 BACKUP MEALS

Use your Weekly Grocery List Template to complete
the following:

Copyright © 2019 Jessica Stembridge
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1 MISE EN PLACE! (Fancy chef phrase for get ALL your stuff together FIRST!)

..
..

..
..

.
STEP 6: MAKING THE MEAL

2 FIRST THINGS FIRST

..
..

..
..

..
..

.

Before you being cooking, take a few moments to gather everything you need to make your meal:
Recipe Print Out(s) - meaning actual paper, not on phone or computer
Tools - items needed for prep (mixing bowl, measuring spoons, cutting board, etc.) and 
cooking (Instant Pot, sheet pan, etc.)
Supplies - consumable items needed (gallon bags, parchment paper, aluminum foil, etc.)
Ingredients - as in ALL ingredients

Pat yourself on the back - you’re ready! You’ve now got a positive attitude, an organized kitchen that is stocked with all 
the right tools, food and supplies! You’ve mapped out your week and now it’s time to get cooking!
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GET TO COOKING!
TIPS AND TRICKS TO MAKE THE COOKING PROCESS MORE EFFICIENT (AND REDUCE DISHES!)
§ Cut your veggies first, then raw meat (you’ll only use one cutting board and knife this way - but if you forget, you have a spare!)
§ Use gallon plastic bags for marinating your meat and veggies and you’ll save a dish to wash! (Exception - if your meat has a bone, such as bone-in pork

chops, the bone may put holes in your bag. Use a large mixing bowl in this case.)
§ Any time you cook on a baking sheet, cover it in parchment paper (not wax paper - there is a difference!). 90% of the time, this will save your sheet pan

from needing to be washed!
§ Use pre-minced garlic - I’m not a pre-cut vegetable fan because they are so expensive and the quality is not great, but minced garlic is super cheap, and

will save a lot of time (and stinky hands). 

HOW NOT TO BURN YOUR FOOD
§ Frequently stir your simmering or sautéing foods (especially if you have a gas range!).
§ Use your kitchen timer EVERY time.
§ Only use the broil function on your oven if you can watch your food the entire time.

COOKING YOUR FOOD SAFELY
§ Always start with washing your hands!
§ Wash your hands after each time you touch your face, your hair, your dog, 
        your kid’s snotty nose or raw meat!
§ Be mindful of cross-contamination with raw meat (especially poultry) and fresh

veggies. Think about your knives, cutting boards, serving utensils and sink.
§ Temp your meat before serving (you must have a meat thermometer!).

Before you dive into cooking, make sure you’ve done the following:
READ YOUR ENTIRE RECIPE - not just the ingredients, or step 1, the ENTIRE thing
Preheat Your Oven (if needed)
Preheat Your Grill (if needed)
Start Boiling Your Water (if needed) - Note: if your meal takes longer than 30 minutes to 
prepare, the water will begin to evaporate, so add more water, or start it boiling slightly later.
Cooking Order - Use the Cooking Order Template to determine the order in which you will 
prepare your meal.

POULTRY - 165°

GROUND BEEF - 160°

WHOLE BEEF - 145° (for medium)

PORK - 145°CO
O

KI
NG

 
TE

M
PS

4 IF DINNER DOESN’T WORK OUT

..
..

..
..

..
..

. § Life happens - give yourself grace!
§ Don’t let one night derail your whole week! Just throw that meat in the freezer and keep it moving!
§ Decide on your Plan B (because remember, you’re prepared!) ...  Backup meal? Leftovers? 

Having a printed recipe is the way to go! Not only is the 
type typically bigger than on your phone or computer, 

the screen won’t go to sleep and there’s no fooling with 
keyboards with messy hands. It’s a small move that can 

remove an “ugh” moment while cooking.

WHY PRINT THE RECIPE?

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

3 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 - MISE EN PLACE! (GET EVERYTHING TOGETHER)
2 - PRINT YOUR RECIPE AND READ THE ENTIRE THING
3 - DETERMINE TIME TO COOK EACH DISH & COOKING ORDER

Figuring out the optimal order to prepare your meal is 
key to cooking efficiently. Getting the order right can 

save a lot of time: makes sure the longest-to-cook items 
start first, that you properly utilize “down time” when 
you aren’t actively cooking, and that you batch certain 

steps that share ingredients or equipment.

WHY DOES COOKING ORDER MATTER?

Copyright © 2019 Jessica Stembridge
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P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEK OF: ________________ MEAL PLAN DAY: ________________ GROCERY SHOPPING DAY: _________________

MY GOAL IS TO COOK ______ MEALS THIS WEEK!

DAY OF THE WEEK

AFTERNOON & 
EVENING 

ACTIVITIES

DINNER STRATEGY

MENU
MAIN DISH & SIDES

PREP TO BE DONE 
FOR OTHER MEALS

NOTES

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN!

TAKE YOUR  
WEEK 1 SURVEY!

WEEKLY MEAL PLANNER - WEEK 1
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MEALS & SIDES YOU’RE 
MAKING THIS WEEK:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
MEAL PLAN:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
BACK UP MEAL:

STAPLE INGREDIENTS 
TO REPLENISH:

KITCHEN SUPPLIES  
TO REPLENISH:

ITEMS NEEDED FOR 
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, 
SNACKS OR DRINKS

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEKLY GROCERY LIST TEMPLATE

Copyright © 2019 Jessica Stembridge
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EXAMPLE:

MEAL: Spaghetti & Meatballs with Salad

STEPS: EST. TIME:
Bring water to boil  20 mins 
Boil pasta  5 mins
Cut onion  5 mins
Mix and form meatballs 15 mins
Bake meatballs 35 mins
Add marinara ingredients 5 mins
Simmer marinara sauce 20 mins
Chop and assemble salad 10 mins

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to prepare cook?  Meatballs!
What doesn’t hold well (quality deteriorates as it sits)?   Pasta!
What must happen before other steps? Cut onion and form meatballs!
What does not require active cooking? Baking meatballs and simmering 
marinara (just a quick stir every few mins!)

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) Cut onion
2.) Mix and form meatballs
3.) Bake meatballs
4.) Bring water to boil
5.) Add marinara ingredients
6.) Simmer marinara
7.) Chop and assemble salad
8.) Boil pasta

NOTES FOR EFFICIENCY:
- Cut enough onion for both meatballs and marinara
- If seasonings are duplicated in meatballs and marinara, measure both
  out at the same time
- Reserve onion cutting board and knife for salad prep
- Bake meatballs on a parchment lined sheet pan (you may escape with a

clean sheet pan!)
- Chop salad while marinara is simmering
- Pre-cutting onions on a previous night (when you were already cutting

onions) could save 5 mins!

Total Cooking Time: 55 minutes 

Total cooking times with sub-optimal 
cooking order:
- Prepping salad when cutting
onion - 65 mins (+10 mins)

- Starting the marinara before
meatballs - 60 mins (+5 mins)

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEK OF: ________________ MEAL PLAN DAY: ________________ GROCERY SHOPPING DAY: _________________

MY GOAL IS TO COOK ______ MEALS THIS WEEK!

DAY OF THE WEEK

AFTERNOON & 
EVENING 

ACTIVITIES

DINNER STRATEGY

MENU
MAIN DISH & SIDES

PREP TO BE DONE 
FOR OTHER MEALS

NOTES

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN!

TAKE YOUR  
WEEK 2 SURVEY!

WEEKLY MEAL PLANNER - WEEK 2
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MEALS & SIDES YOU’RE 
MAKING THIS WEEK:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
MEAL PLAN:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
BACK UP MEAL:

STAPLE INGREDIENTS 
TO REPLENISH:

KITCHEN SUPPLIES  
TO REPLENISH:

ITEMS NEEDED FOR 
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, 
SNACKS OR DRINKS

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEKLY GROCERY LIST TEMPLATE
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EXAMPLE:

MEAL: Spaghetti & Meatballs with Salad

STEPS: EST. TIME:
Bring water to boil  20 mins 
Boil pasta  5 mins
Cut onion  5 mins
Mix and form meatballs 15 mins
Bake meatballs 35 mins
Add marinara ingredients 5 mins
Simmer marinara sauce 20 mins
Chop and assemble salad 10 mins

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to prepare cook?  Meatballs!
What doesn’t hold well (quality deteriorates as it sits)?   Pasta!
What must happen before other steps? Cut onion and form meatballs!
What does not require active cooking? Baking meatballs and simmering 
marinara (just a quick stir every few mins!)

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) Cut onion
2.) Mix and form meatballs
3.) Bake meatballs
4.) Bring water to boil
5.) Add marinara ingredients
6.) Simmer marinara
7.) Chop and assemble salad
8.) Boil pasta

NOTES FOR EFFICIENCY:
- Cut enough onion for both meatballs and marinara
- If seasonings are duplicated in meatballs and marinara, measure both
  out at the same time
- Reserve onion cutting board and knife for salad prep
- Bake meatballs on a parchment lined sheet pan (you may escape with a

clean sheet pan!)
- Chop salad while marinara is simmering
- Pre-cutting onions on a previous night (when you were already cutting

onions) could save 5 mins!

Total Cooking Time: 55 minutes 

Total cooking times with sub-optimal 
cooking order:
- Prepping salad when cutting
onion - 65 mins (+10 mins)

- Starting the marinara before
meatballs - 60 mins (+5 mins)

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEK OF: ________________ MEAL PLAN DAY: ________________ GROCERY SHOPPING DAY: _________________

MY GOAL IS TO COOK ______ MEALS THIS WEEK!

DAY OF THE WEEK

AFTERNOON & 
EVENING 

ACTIVITIES

DINNER STRATEGY

MENU
MAIN DISH & SIDES

PREP TO BE DONE 
FOR OTHER MEALS

NOTES

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN!

TAKE YOUR  
WEEK 3 SURVEY!

WEEKLY MEAL PLANNER - WEEK 3
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MEALS & SIDES YOU’RE 
MAKING THIS WEEK:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
MEAL PLAN:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
BACK UP MEAL:

STAPLE INGREDIENTS 
TO REPLENISH:

KITCHEN SUPPLIES  
TO REPLENISH:

ITEMS NEEDED FOR 
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, 
SNACKS OR DRINKS

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEKLY GROCERY LIST TEMPLATE
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EXAMPLE:

MEAL: Spaghetti & Meatballs with Salad

STEPS: EST. TIME:
Bring water to boil  20 mins 
Boil pasta  5 mins
Cut onion  5 mins
Mix and form meatballs 15 mins
Bake meatballs 35 mins
Add marinara ingredients 5 mins
Simmer marinara sauce 20 mins
Chop and assemble salad 10 mins

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to prepare cook?  Meatballs!
What doesn’t hold well (quality deteriorates as it sits)?   Pasta!
What must happen before other steps? Cut onion and form meatballs!
What does not require active cooking? Baking meatballs and simmering 
marinara (just a quick stir every few mins!)

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) Cut onion
2.) Mix and form meatballs
3.) Bake meatballs
4.) Bring water to boil
5.) Add marinara ingredients
6.) Simmer marinara
7.) Chop and assemble salad
8.) Boil pasta

NOTES FOR EFFICIENCY:
- Cut enough onion for both meatballs and marinara
- If seasonings are duplicated in meatballs and marinara, measure both
  out at the same time
- Reserve onion cutting board and knife for salad prep
- Bake meatballs on a parchment lined sheet pan (you may escape with a

clean sheet pan!)
- Chop salad while marinara is simmering
- Pre-cutting onions on a previous night (when you were already cutting

onions) could save 5 mins!

Total Cooking Time: 55 minutes 

Total cooking times with sub-optimal 
cooking order:
- Prepping salad when cutting
onion - 65 mins (+10 mins)

- Starting the marinara before
meatballs - 60 mins (+5 mins)

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEK OF: ________________ MEAL PLAN DAY: ________________ GROCERY SHOPPING DAY: _________________

MY GOAL IS TO COOK ______ MEALS THIS WEEK!

DAY OF THE WEEK

AFTERNOON & 
EVENING 

ACTIVITIES

DINNER STRATEGY

MENU
MAIN DISH & SIDES

PREP TO BE DONE 
FOR OTHER MEALS

NOTES

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

COOK (EASY MEAL)

COOK (INVOLVED MEAL)

LEFTOVERS
EAT OUT

I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN! I EXECUTED MY PLAN!

TAKE YOUR 
WEEK 4 SURVEY 
& POST-PROJECT 
SURVEY!

WEEKLY MEAL PLANNER - WEEK 4
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MEALS & SIDES YOU’RE 
MAKING THIS WEEK:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
MEAL PLAN:

ITEMS FOR YOUR 
BACK UP MEAL:

STAPLE INGREDIENTS 
TO REPLENISH:

KITCHEN SUPPLIES  
TO REPLENISH:

ITEMS NEEDED FOR 
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, 
SNACKS OR DRINKS

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

WEEKLY GROCERY LIST TEMPLATE
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EXAMPLE:

MEAL: Spaghetti & Meatballs with Salad

STEPS: EST. TIME:
Bring water to boil  20 mins 
Boil pasta  5 mins
Cut onion  5 mins
Mix and form meatballs 15 mins
Bake meatballs 35 mins
Add marinara ingredients 5 mins
Simmer marinara sauce 20 mins
Chop and assemble salad 10 mins

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to prepare cook?  Meatballs!
What doesn’t hold well (quality deteriorates as it sits)?   Pasta!
What must happen before other steps? Cut onion and form meatballs!
What does not require active cooking? Baking meatballs and simmering 
marinara (just a quick stir every few mins!)

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) Cut onion
2.) Mix and form meatballs
3.) Bake meatballs
4.) Bring water to boil
5.) Add marinara ingredients
6.) Simmer marinara
7.) Chop and assemble salad
8.) Boil pasta

NOTES FOR EFFICIENCY:
- Cut enough onion for both meatballs and marinara
- If seasonings are duplicated in meatballs and marinara, measure both
  out at the same time
- Reserve onion cutting board and knife for salad prep
- Bake meatballs on a parchment lined sheet pan (you may escape with a

clean sheet pan!)
- Chop salad while marinara is simmering
- Pre-cutting onions on a previous night (when you were already cutting

onions) could save 5 mins!

Total Cooking Time: 55 minutes 

Total cooking times with sub-optimal 
cooking order:
- Prepping salad when cutting
onion - 65 mins (+10 mins)

- Starting the marinara before
meatballs - 60 mins (+5 mins)

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

MEAL: ________________________________

STEPS: EST. TIME
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________
___________________________ _________

ASK THE QUESTIONS:
What takes the longest to cook?  _____________________
What doesn’t hold well?   _____________________
What must happen before other steps?  _____________________
What does not require active cooking?  _____________________

OPTIMAL COOKING/PREP ORDER:
1.) ___________________________
2.) ___________________________
3.) ___________________________
4.) ___________________________
5.) ___________________________
6.) ___________________________
7.) ___________________________
8.) ___________________________
9.) ___________________________

Est. Total Cooking Time: __________

P R O J E C T :
D O M I N A T E  D I N N E R

COOKING ORDER TEMPLATE
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